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Abstract -This paper contains new measures to describe the transfer
function sensitivity of state-space systems with respect to value and parameter perturbations. These measures are related to the newly defined
generalized Gramian matrices. The value respecting the parameter variations contains the sensitivity at discrete frequency points, pole and zero
sensitivities and the integral sensitivity as special cases. A general relation
to the variance of the weighted output noise can be obtained in the case of
a perturbed realization which is I,-scaled under a general non-white input
process. The complete class of representations with minimum sensitivity
and noise is given. The corresponding necessary and sufficient conditions
lead to an analytic design of optimal state-space systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
NE POSSIBILITY to convert linear systems or analytic functions into abstract mathematical processes
consists in the state-spacerepresentations.They are characterized by the description of the outer behavior of physical systems with constant matrices and therefore, they
establish a direct relation to the methods of linear algebra.
The state-spacerepresentation of a given linear system
can be used in order to perform a pole-zero determination
[l], a stability test by the use of Lyapunov functions, e.g.,
[2], a test concerning the passivity and losslessness[3] or a
cascade factorization [4]. The solution of these problems
using the methods of linear algebrais recommendedfrom a
numerical point of view as powerful software packagesare
available for the evaluation of standardized problems, e.g.,
[5]. It is well known [4], [6] that the numerical accuracy of
the particular result dependscrucially on the condition of
the chosen state-spacerepresentation. Therefore, it is desirable to define appropriate measureswhich represent the
sensitivity of the realized transfer function with respect to
value perturbations (or internal noise sources) and to
parameter variations. But up to now, results concerning the
evaluation and analytic optimization of theseproperties are
still sparse [6], [7].
Direct implementations of the signal flow graph which
corresponds to the state equations received considerable
attention in the past, e.g. [8], [9]. By the use of the
equivalence transformation defined within this class of
state-space representationsit is possible to determine special realizations which are /,-scaled under a white noise
input process. These realizations have the minimal norm of
the output noise spectrum [8], [lo], the minimum pole
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sensitivity [9] or the minimum upper bound of an integral
sensitivity measure [ll], [12]. Moreover, normal realizations can be implemented to be stable under finite wordlength effects [9]. As Kung has shown [13] that minimum
noise realizations of arbitrary order satisfy ]]A]]2 < 1 where
A denotes the system matrix they can be realized to be free
of overflow and granularity limit cycles [14]. Efficient
physical realizations of the state equations can be received
by the use of vector arithmetic or a direct implementation
of the continued matrix-vector product in form of a VLSI
circuit. Modern concepts of VLSI design enable a direct
implementation of algorithms of linear algebra and thus
lead to a feasible realization of digital signal processors.
It can be stated that no results are available which
generalize the above mentioned methods in the design of
digital realizations to determine analytically state-space
realizations which are optimal under the consideration of
the actual surrounding of the system. In order to achievea
design of optimal state-space realizations according to
practical aspects it is desirable to take into account an
arbitrary input spectrum and the norm of the weighted
output noise spectrum. In addition to the mentioned criteria
of optimization it is useful to design realizations having
minimum sensitivity of the transfer function with respect
to parameter variations [15], [16]. In the case of a general
VLSI circuit carrying out the continued matrix-vector
product of the state equations it is also desirable to use a
small coefficient word length. In [ll], [12] only an upper
bound of a special integral sensitivity measure could be
minimized.
II. THE GENERALIZED GRAMIAN MATRICES
In this paper we are concerned with the state equations
of a discrete time, single input, single output system of the
form

with the input u(k) E C, the output y(k) E C, the state
vector x(k) E Cnxl and the time-invariant matrices A E
CE@lxn, and d E C. In order to describe
62 nxn, bEC”X’,
the global relation between the internal and external behavior of the state representation(l), the following z-transformed equations are given:
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The transfer functions O(z), F(z), G(z), and H(z) with
O(z)

F(z)

G(z)

= [Oij(z)]

= [E;(z)]

= [Gi(z)]

= [ ‘~?‘,cx)z-‘I=
k=O

(zZ-

A)-’

= [x,.(X,;-‘]

= (zZ-

A)-lb

= [ ;cg(k)z-‘]

=c(zZ-

A)-’
Fig. 1.

k=co

H(Z)

=

c

h(k)z-“

= c(zZ-

A)-‘b

Signal flowgraph representation of state-space equations.

+ d

A change of the state-vectoras describedin (3) yields the
completely describe the relations between the states, the following contragredient transformation of the Gramian
input and the output of the representationgiven in (1) and matrices:
Fig. 1. It is well known that all minimal state-spacerepreKC’=
~-lK’D(~-l)h,
@+=
f,hw*F.
sentations 2 = (a, 8, Z, d”) of a given transfer function
This transformation enablesthe application of methods of
H(z) are connected by the similarity transformation.
linear algebra in order to treat properties of linear systems
as dynamic range, limit cycles,roundoff noise, and sensitivity.
According to (2,3), the transfer functions are transformed
It remains to give efficient algorithms to evaluate the
according to
Gramian matrices without solving the n2 + n integrals of
Definition 1 with the help of the method of residues or
iterative procedures. From an application point of view
rational functions ]@(z)l2 and ]*(z)12 are of particular
As the properties of a representation of the form given in importance. In this case it is useful to choose Q(z) and
(1) will be determined it is useful to define the generalized 9(z) to be causal functions or to carry out an appropriate
spectral decomposition according to
Gramian matrices of a state-spacerepresentation.
k=O

Definition

1:

The generalized Gramian matrices of an asymptotic
stable system according to (1) are defined as

K@= +-@(z)F(z)h~qz)(2;

(4

W’= +&~)~G(z)I+(z)l~;

(5)

I@(z) I”=(a(zpD’*(z-I),
p!(z) 12= \k*(z-‘p(z),

zEr

where, e.g., Q*(z) denotes the conjugate of the function
and Q(z)* denotes the conjugate of the value with Q*(z)
= qz*)*.
Starting with minimal representationsof the form
@(z)=c’(zZ-A@)-‘bQ+d’,

with integrable functions Q(z) E @, q(z) E C, z E I.
There, {. }” denotes the conjugate transpose of the
\k(z)=c*(zZ-A’)-‘b*+d*
expression { .} and I denotesthe unit circle.
the numerical values of the matrices K@ and W’ can be
The elements of thesematrices are inner products of the
evaluated solving the two Lyapunov equations
partial transfer functions q(z) and Gi(z). They describe
the weighted inner behaviour of the corresponding statebc@
space representation in the function space. Hwang [lo],
AQ
Mullis and Roberts [8], and Moore [17] have been able to
derive analytic proceduresfor the analysis, optimal design,
(6)
and model reduction of linear systemsusing the Gramian
matrices with the kernels l@(z)] = I*(z)] =l, z E I. Now,
the introduction of a general integral measure in (4,5)
A’1
1 .
enables the analysis and design of state-space systems c’b
according to flexible criteria.
+[d%
c’lh[d%
c”]=
The newly defined Gramian matrices are hermitian and
positive semi-definite as for all u E C nxl
These equations can easily be derived as according to Fig.
2 the matrices K’ and WQ are the usual Gramian matrices
of the cascadedsystemsH(z)?(z) and \k(z)H(z), respectively and therefore can be evaluated as the upper left
and ah W *a 2 0, accordingly.
submatrices of the overall Grarnian matrices. This proce-
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obtained concerning the sensitivity with respectto parameter and value variations [21].
III.2

Analysis

of the Noise Behavior

In order to define a measure of the output error of a
practical realization the following linear model of the internal deviations will be applied. A stationary, white vector
Fig. 2. Signal flowgraph interpretation of the generalized Gramian
process
{ u(k)} with the corresponding covariance matrix
matrices.
Q is added to the state-spacesystem according to Fig. 1 at
the node ‘I/‘. If not all parts of the noise spectrum at the
dure coincides in its interpretation with the method given
output node ‘Y’ of the system are consideredto be equally
in [8] for the synthesis of block optimal cascaded strucimportant or coloured noise sourceswith the noise power
tures. The corresponding matrix equations can be solved
density spectrum ]‘k(z)12 are applied, a weighting function
using the iterative algorithm of Smith [18] or the efficient
can be used which changesthe output noise spectrum to
and accurate Bartels-Stewart algorithm [19].
The second procedure makes possible the determination
GWQG(Z)~IWZ)
of the matrices K’ and IV* if the integrands in Definition
1 have to be taken into account only at I discrete frequency Therefore, the weighted output variance of the disturbed
points zk with the corresponding weights +k and #k. In system can be evaluated to be
this case, the generalizedGramian matrices can be given to
u,$ = E( ly*(k)
I’} = tr(QW”).
be
In the case of uncorrelated noise sources at the node ‘ Y ’
with Q = I, the weighted noise power gain g’ can be given
k=l
to be
I’.

g’= tr(W”).
IV”=

i

G(zdhG(z&k12.

k=l

In the case of general weighting functions an algorithm
can be developed which only requires the solution of
2n + 2 integrals and that of two matrix equations [20].

111.3. Sensitivity

(8)

of State-Space Representations

The sensitivity of the transfer function of a particular
state-space model is an important criterion for the comparison of equivalent networks. In the case of a digital
realization of (1) the quantization of the coefficients leads
III. ANALYSISOF STATE-SPACESYSTEMS
to a deviation of the nominal transfer characteristics as a
finite
number of different coefficient values causesa finite
III. I. Variances of the Internal Signals
degreeof accuracy of the transfer function. It is of particuNow, we are looking for measures to represent the lar importance to choose an original state-space model
probability of overflow in the caseof a statistical character with low sensitivity if numerical algorithms for solving
of all signals. The subsequent analysis proceeds from a system theoretic problems are based upon this representastationary, colored noise process with the noise power tion 141,I% 171.
density spectrum ]a( z)12 which is an appropriate model of
In the case of a state-spacerealization whose coefficients
the actual environment of the system. By the use of Defini- are exactly the elements of the state matrices A, b, c, and
tion 1 it can easily be seen that the matrix K ’ is the d the absolute sensitivities of the transfer function H(z)
covariance matrix of the state vector x(k) under a sta- with respect to variations of the coefficients can be given
tionary input processwith the spectral density ]a(~)]~.
to be
Although the consideration of a generalnon-white input
process is important from a practical point of view if, e.g.,
-=c(zI-A)-‘ei=Gi(z)
a digital realization is embeddedin a larger system, often
only rough bounds of the norm of the internal signals had
been applied. Usually they are based on the Minkowski
inequality
ux’,=

E(

Ixitk)

I’)

$

yGy

(I’(z>

I’)

l14:(z)l122

where E { .} denotes the expectation operator. Now, the
exact /,-norms can easily be computed using
a2=klfl
xi
II’
Thus in the case of a non-white input process an exact
analysis and better design of state-spacerealizations can be

= G,(z)Fj(z).

where e, is the unit vector with i th element unity. The
relation between sensitivities and partial transfer functions
is well known and can be specialized on state-spacerealizations using a theorem given in [22].
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In the following, only a statistical derivation of the
defined sensitivity measure will be given, whereas a deterministic one could also be used. We assume that the
element variations are small enough to utilize a linear
approximation to the Taylor seriesexpansion of AH(z):

or at some discrete frequency points. The differencesin the
definitions of rn:’ and, e.g., rn%are causedby the analytic
properties of So,, and Sb,. The proposed measurescan be
optimized by an analytic procedure.
The following theorem relates the newly defined sensitivity measuresto the generalizedGrarnian matrices of Definition 1.
Theorem

AHb = C SbiAbi,

I:

The values of Definitions 1 and 2 are given. Then’ the
relations

i-l

rn:‘j

AH,= 5 Sc,Aci.
i,-

1

In the case of statistically independent variations of the
coefficients with unit variances the frequency dependent
variances of the transfer function can be obtained as

%&> =E(kWdz)
I’)=,gl(%I2
=G(z)Gt#
%,,tz>=E(tAHc(z)
I’)=iclI%-,
I2=F(z)~F(z)

tr(K’)tr(W’)

(9)

m%= tr(W’)
rn:

00)

= tr(K’r’)

(11)
(12)

me’$tr(K~)tr(W’)+tr(K’r’)+tr(W’i’)

hold: Moreover, the equality signs in (9,12) are valid iff
p2(@(z) 12F(z)%)

= I’+)

(2G(z)G(dh,
ZEI-, pEna\(

Proof: At first, the relations (10) and (11) will be
proved. By the use of mf of Definition 2 it can be
concluded that

=G(z)G(z)“F(z)%(z).

In order to give a measure which takes into account the
weighted sensitivity behavior of the state-spacerepresentation in the whole frequency range the following definition
A similar proof can be given in order to obtain (11). The
is suggested:
inequalities (9) and (12) are a consequence of the
Definition 2:
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, as
The following values are sensitivity measuresof a statem~~=Il~Ah,b~Ah,~~\kll:
space representation according to (1):
$

IIzA,,b~II:II~Ah,=~ll:

= tr(W’)tr(K”).
The equality sign is valid if and only if
Zih,bl\k12

mcp* = meP
A +rn~+rn~.

The values of Definition 2 can be interpreted as statistical multiparameter sensitivity measures of the transfer
function. As, e.g.,
rn% = (1”

--II

E(

IAH,

12)l*(e”) 12dt)

and

the values of Definition 2 averagethe frequency dependent
variances of the transfer function in the whole frequency
range. The functions Q(z) and q(z) enable the consideration of the variancesin a designer-specifiedfrequency band

=

~2z~h,~~‘P(2~

ZEl-,

pER\(O).

0

An appropriate choice of the weighting functions in Definition 2 leads to the specialization of the sensitivity measures on pole and zero sensitivities and on the sensitivity at
discrete weighted frequency points. Therefore, common
sensitivity measures can be made uniform and can be
related to the Gramian matrices in the caseof a state-space
representation.
Let us suppose that the sensitivity of the considered
state-space realization will be taken into account at the I
discrete frequency points zk with the correspondingweights
wk. The weighting functions are chosenso that the Gramian
matrices can be given to be
K’=

i

F(z~)F(z~)~\w~/~

k=l

W*=

f:
k=l

G(z~)~G(z~)Iw~I~.
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in (13) the following sensitivity measureis obtained which
considers the weighted sensitivities of all poles and zeroes
with respect to all coefficients of the state matrix A:

mAh,A(zk)lwki2}2

k=l

5 tr(K’)tr(W’)

k-p+1
03)

5 tr(K’)tr(W’).
m?h

i
&=I

z~h,b(zk)lwkl’

(14)

mT=

i

By the use of the decompositions F(z) = F,(z)/D(z),
G(z) = G,(z)/D(z)
with the numerator polynomial vectors cp( z) E C ’ xl and G,(z) E C’ Xn, the corresponding
Graman matrices can be evaluated according to
KQ=

Zih,c(Zk)lWk12

i

Fp(pk)c(pk)h
1 N’(g:D(pk)

k=l

k=l

1

P+4

= i

i

y

k=li==l

2]wk]2=tr(K’).
I

I

(15)

+

I

It will be shown now that the pole and zero sensitivities
can be considered as a special case of (15). By the use of
the pole-zero decomposition of a normalized transfer
function according to

WY=

H(z)=

N(z)

‘;I

Dtz)

can be derived

[23]:

.

Choosing the frequency points rk according to ]zk - pk( =
8, (k =l;
. a, p) and Iz,-X~-~I=S,
(k=p+l;.*,p+
q) with 6 + 0 it can be concluded that
zk --=

pk

aH(Zk)

D(pk)

ae

m--z?

H(G)

aH(Zk)

k=l;..,p
‘k

-

‘k-p

IWk12=ltik12 g$
I

_

)
P

GptPdhGptPk)
/ N’(pl;l,.,i

c
k=p+l

Gp(hk-p)hGp(Xk-p)

’

N(A

_
kp

;;,(A

_
k

)

.

P

IV. RELATION BETWEEN SENSITIVITY AND NOISE
It is known for a long time that relations exist between
sensitivity and noise measures,e.g., [24], [25]. A generalization is possible by the use of the previously given results. In
the case of state-spacerepresentationswith internal signals
which are scaled under a coloured input process,there is a
linear dependence between the weighted sensitivity measures of Definition 2 and the weighted noise measure of
(8%
Theorem

2:

A scaled state-space representation according to (1)
n) under a stationary input prosatisfies ux’,=l, (i=l;*-,
cess with the spectral density ]a( z)12. Then, the relations
rnz’$

ae

and N’(Z)

= aN(z)/az. There-

for
k

1s ks p

I

for p+lsk$p+q

ng’,

I-

Q

m”=n
E

3

mb-g

k=p+l;..,p+q

where D’(Z) = aD(z)/az
fore, using the weights

;;,(A
k

= 82D’(kp) aH(Zk)
N(hk-p) ae ’

aH(zk)

H(Q)

_

=-

j-I(z-&)

relation

N(X

P+4
+

tz-pi)

i=l

the following

i

Fp(hk-p)~(hk-p)h

k=l

P
n

c
k=p+l

m ‘*sn+(n+l)g’

(16)
(17)

(18)
09)

hold where the equality signs in (16) and (19) are valid if
and only if
p21@(z) 12F($F(z)

= I’+(z) 12G(z)G($,
ZEI-, pER\{O}.

Proof: The proof of this theorem is a simple consequence of Theorem 1 if the relations a: = k: = 1 + tr (K ‘)
0
=n and g’= tr ( W ‘) are taken into account.
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This new relation will lead to the determination of the tains the condition
2
whole class of optimal state-spacerepresentations which
are distinguished by simultaneous minimal weighted sensi0
p2=l/n2
i pi .
i=l
tivity and noise.
The I,-dynamic range constraint of (22) can be satisfied,
V. THE CLASS OF OPTIMAL STATE-SPACE
e.g.,
by the n equations u: = 1, (i = 1,. . -, n). Theorem 4 is
REPRESENTATIONS
more general than the corresponding statement of Mullis
In order to derive the necessaryand sufficient conditions and Roberts [8], as the input signal is not restricted to have
for the optimality of a state-spacerepresentation the fol- a white noise characteristic and the noise measurecontains
lowing two inequalities are useful. Although their proofs an arbitrary weighting function.
have already been given in [ll], [26] these relations will be
Now the class of sensitivity optimal state-spacerealizapresented again becauseof their importance in this connec- tions will be defined. It will be proved that the general
tion.
measures of Definition 2 take their absolute minimum
Theorem 3:
values if the considered representation is in this class.
K’ E CnXn, W* E Cnxn are two hermitian, positive
Contrary to former results, e.g., [ll], [12], [25], not only an
semi-definite matrices. Then the relations
upper bound of sensitivities but their exact values are
2
concerned in the following.
tr(K’)tr(W’)
2
Theorem 5:
(20)
A real state-spacerepresentation according to (1) and a
weighting function ]@a(~)]~are given such that r( K ‘) =
tr(K”)+tr(W*)
22 e pi,
pia0
(21) r( W*) = n. Then
i=l

i 1

hold where { pf } are the eigenvaluesof the matrix K’ W*.
The equality sign in (20) is valid iff W’ = p2K @, p E Iw\{ 0}
and in (21) iff WQ = K ‘.
By the use of (20) it is as a generalization of the results
given in [ll], [12] now possible to define the class of
state-spacerealizations which are scaledunder an arbitrary
stationary input processand which are characterizedby the
minimum possible weighted noise power gain g’r’.

2

(23)

(24

i=l

\;=I

J

(25)
i=l

Theorem 4:
where the equality sign in (23) is valid iff W’ = p2K’,
A scaled state-spacedescription according to (1) satisfies p E F!\(O) and those in (24,25) are valid iff W’ = K’.
The proof of this theorem is given in the Appendix.
(22)
By
the use of Theorem 5 it is possible to find a direct
i=l
relation (which therefore dispenseswith bounds) between
under a stationary input process with the spectral density round-off noise and sensitivity in the case of an optimal
]a(~)]~. Then the measureg* takes its absolute minimum realization with proportional generalizedGramian matrices
value
W@ and K’.
Moreover, with ]@(z)]~= ]‘E(z)]~ =l it is
2
shown that the roundoff noise optimal realizations accordg=;
-&
ing to [8], [lo] which satisfy W = p2K. possessthe absolute
i=l
minimum value of the integral sensitivity measures of
Definition 2. It is proved that the balancedrealization with
K = W = diag(pi) has the minimum sensitivity and thus is
recommended as a starting realization if numerical
algorithms are applied to rational functions.

&=n

i I

Proof:

The assumption of the above theorem can be formulated
as follows:
. i$rcr:=

2 k:=tr(K*)=n.
i=l

Using this constraint in (20), it can be concluded that
g*=tr(W*)>i

2 pi ‘.
i i=l
1
As according to Theorem 3 the equality sign is valid iff
W’ = p2K’
and, therefore, g’ = tr( W’) = flp2, one ob-

VI.

TRANSFORMATION TO OPTIMAL
REPRESENTATIONS

As it has been shown in Theorems4 and 5 that realizations with proportional Gramian matrices satisfy some
optimality conditions it is desirable to define the class by
the use of the continuous equivalencetransformation given
in (3). The following definition turns out to be the central
point of the optimization procedure:
Definition

3:

A given state-spacerepresentation is @,*-balanced iff
the corresponding Gramian matrices according to Defini-
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realizations [9] can be optimally /,-scaled such that considerably
better roundoff noise properties are obtained in
KQ=W*=diag(pi),
pi>O, i=l;:-,n.
comparison to the usual scaling procedure [21]. The stateThis definition generalizesthe well-known balanced prop- space realization according to Theorem 4 has the minimum
erty which plays an essential role in the results given by noise power gain whereby the difference to [8], [lo] deMoore [17] and which has been used implicitely by Mullis pends on its transfer function and on the input spectrum
and Roberts [8]. Definition 1 leads to the conclusion that which has been consideredhere [21]. The proposed sensitivthe partial transfer functions I;](z) (and G,(z)) of a @,\k- ity measures of Definition 2 take into account all coeffibalanced realization according to Definition 3 are orthogo- cients of the state-spacerepresentation.As an extension of
nal with respect to the weighting functions Q(z) (and [ll], [12], [25] arbitrary weighting functions make possible
\k( z)). Therefore, the transfer function H(z) is decom- a matching of the expected deviations of the transfer
posed into linear combinations of these orthogonal func- function to the given specifications. Contrary to previously
tions in the case of a @,*-balanced state-spacedescrip- known results [ll], [12], [21], [25] the sensitivity itself can
tion.
be minimized instead of its upper bound.
Now, the whole class of optimal state-spacerepresentaVII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
tions in terms of a set of transformation matrices will be
determined. A numerically well conditioned algorithm to
It has been shown in the two Theorems 4 and 5 that all
determine a balanced realization has been given by Laub optimal realizations satisfy KQ a W*. These represen[27]. The matrix To = L~XIC-‘/~ transforms according to tations are connected by an orthogonal transformation and
(3) so that K$ = Wz = M with the Cholesky factoriza- a transformation with a scalar. One special element of this
tion KQ = LL’ and the symmetric eigenvalue problem class of realizations is the a, +-balanced representation of
Uh(LhWqL)U=
M2, M= diag(pi). Now, the matrix
Definition 3. It is pointed out in this section that numerous
important
digital filter realizations are elements of this
To=Ip(1’2TDQ~@“X”,
QQh=I,
pG!i\{O}
class and therefore share the condition KQ a W’.
transforms to all possible realizations with Woq = p2K:.
1) A transfer function H(z) with ]]H( z)]], < 1 dan be
This property can be proved as follows:
embedded in a paraunitary transfer function matrix. It has
been shown by several authors that a corresponding stateWo* = p2K$ - l~lQ-‘,‘kQ = P~IPI-~Q-%(Q-~)~
space realization can be chosen to be orthogonal, ‘which
yields
K = W = I. Therefore, this specialclassof state-space
~(~eh)~(~eh)=~~eQh=(~Qh)-l
wave digital filters [28] or state-spaceorthogonal filters
-QQh=I.
belongs to the class of optimal representations if it is
considered
as a class of multivariable systems.Moreover, if
The third equivalencecan be shown by the use of Lemma 1
these
systems
are regarded as scalar ones, neglecting one
which is given in the Appendix.
input/output
pair,
it can be shown that they are optimal
It has been proved that all elementsof the complete class
according
to
the
measures
of (13)-(15). In this case, the
of optimal representationswith KQ = p2W’ are connected
frequency
points
have
to
be
located at the zeroes of the
by the orthogonal group of transformation matrices with
attenuation
with
]H(zk)]
=l,
which
yields K’ a WQ.
T = Q. This degree of freedom can be used in order to
2)
It
is
known
that
the
scaled,
round-off
noise optimal
optimize additional properties of a state-spacerepresentarealizations
given
by
Hwang
[lo]
and
Mullis
and Roberts
tion. In the case of Gaussian input processwith the spec[8]
are
characterized
by
the
condition
K
=
p2W.
Therefore,
tral density function ]@(z)]~, the scaled realization has
these
realizations
are
optimal
in
the
sense
of
the
Theorems
equal state variances and thus equal probabilities of the
4
and
5
with
]@(z)]~
=
]‘k(z)12
=l.
occurrence of overflow at any state. In this case, the
3) It can be shown that a parallel realization of normal
relations a2 = k? = K’ (i =1,-a ., n) hold, where the real
second
and first order blocks is identical to a pole balanced
number ~~‘cont:ols the probability of overflow of the
representation
which satisfies KQ = WQ = diag(pi) with
internal signals. The noniterative algorithm of Hwang [lo]
the
frequency
points
zk = h,.
can be applied in order to construct the desired orthogonal
4)
The
most
general
class of optimal state-spacereprematrix Q which consists of (n -1)-coordinate rotations
sentations
uses
general
weighting functions ]@a(
z)12 and
and which distributes the weighted state vector norm
]‘k(z)12.
It
has
been
shown
by
the
use
of
examples
[21], [26]
equally among the states.
that
the
corresponding
state-space
realizations
have
better
Now, the methods presented will be compared with
numerical
properties
than
those
designed
by
other
methprevious results on state-spacerealizations [8]-[12] in order
ods,
if
the
designed
system
is
considered
to
be
embedded
in
to show the application of the proposed theory for filter
an
actual
environment.
design. The matrix K’ can be used to scale any starting
realization with respect to an arbitrary input spectrum. To
APPENDIX
this end, a diagonal and orthogonal transformation matrix
Now, the proof of Theorem 5 will be given. Let us first
has proven to be useful as both proceduresdo not disturb
the stability under nonlinear operations. Therefore, espe- proof (24). As according to Theorem 1 rn: = tr( WQ) and
cially minimum noise realizations [8], [lo], [ll] or normal rnr = tr(K@) one obtains rnt + rnf = tr(KQ)+tr(WQ)
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which yields under consideration of Theorem 3 the desired Now, by the use of theselemmas, the proof of Theorem 5
can be formulated. With fiQ = FtW’F,.
kQ =
result.
?lK
‘( f-‘)’ and k = Fpt it will be shown, that a realizaLemma I:
A nonsingular Hermitian matrix P E C nx” and a posi- tion with I?‘@= p2zQ satisfies
tive definite Hermitian matrix K E C nXn are given. Then
K=PKPoPK=KP,

m:Q(ii)

P = P-l.

= ( &$F(z)~~~“(‘)G(z)RG(z)~)~~~

Proof:
PK=KP,

.,aqz),‘fy2

P=P-‘+K=PKP

K = PKP + K = UA,,UhKUA,Uh
+ (UhKU)

+Ap=

= FPi2
i i

= A,(UhKU)h,

diag( f 1)

i=l

as UhKU > 0

and that a realization whose functional (m:Q(&))‘/2
minimal satisfies IVQ = p2KQ, p E Iw\{O}.
The first part can be proved as follows:

causes( UhKU) ii > 0
-9 p = p-1.

There we use the eigenvalue decomposition P = UA$Jh
0
with UUh = I and A, = diag(h,,).
Lemma

@Q = p2k” + m:Q(ii)

is

= tr(KQ)tr(IVQ)
becauseof (9) and Lemma 2

2:

A real state-spacerepresentation and a weighting function ]@a(~)]~are given so that r(KQ) = r(WQ) = n. Then

+ m:‘(R)

= ( !rpi)’

becauseof Theorem 3.

WQ=p2KQ+G(z)G(z)h=p2F(z)hF(z),
ZEl?,

In order to show the secondpart, the Jacobian matrix of
the functional ( m:Q( k))‘12 is given:

pEIW\{O}.

Proof:

The proof usesa statement that has been given in [3]. In
the case of a real state-spacerepresentation there exists a
unique symmetric nonsingular matrix P E Iwnxn with

D(ii)

i &t{

k(ii)ii-%‘(z)F(z)“ii-’

- k(i)-‘GIG}

I@(z)

12;

with
and
k(h)

It can easily be derived from (6), (7) that the Gramian
matrices satisfy the matrix equations
AKQA’

+ QK = KQ,

+ PAKQAtP

1”‘.

Now it remains to shfw that D(R) = 0 + J@” = p2gQ,
p E R\(O) becauseD(R) = 0 leads to the global minimum
of the functional (as

A’W@A+Qe,=WQ

where PQK P = Q w. If generalnonrational weighting functions are applied the same relations hold [20]. Now, the
following proof can be given:
AKQAt+Q,=KQ,

= ( ;j;jf$z;zh)

m?Q(ii>

=

( ilPi)2

and as the functional satisfies m:Q(R) > 0, R > 0).
Let us choose WQ = p2KQ and, therefore, D(I) = 0 as

WQ=AtWQA+Qe,
+ PQ,P

= PKQP,

+A’(PKQP)A+Q,=PK*P,

WQ = A’WQA+

Q,

D(I)

= j&t{

k(I)F(z)F(z)h

- k(I)-‘G(z)hG(z)}

WQ=A’WQA+Qe,

+ PK ‘P = p2KQ becauseof the uniqueness
of (6), (7) and W’ = p2KQ
+ P = p2P-’

=&

becauseof Lemma 1

+G(z)G(z)h=F(z)tPPF(z)*

as G(z)=F(z)‘P

-G(z)G(z)~=~~F(z)~F(z)

as G(z)G(z)~ER.

[~P~mz)hlOo

- c#~.G(z)“G(z)/@(z)

0

There we use the fact that k(I)

12G

I’$]

= 0.

= p becauseof Lemma 2.
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Now, the proof can be formulated as follows:
D(i)

=0 + iiD(
-+- 4ij

D(I)

as D(I)

= 0

Pll

= 0

WI

~ Ptz)Ftz)h(ktii)~-l-pI)
#l

iI31

+( ;I-k(i)-l&)G(z)hG(z)}[@(z.)~;=O

P41

1
+ (k(R)&-‘-

pl)

k(R)-%

;1-

i

i

as r(KQ)

= r( W’)‘=

-(k(ii)&pl)(

[I51

s 0

WI

n

;I-k(i)-%)

P71

=0

P81

as(k(A)fi-‘-PI)

fI-k(i()LR
i

.+ Ik(@ji-‘=
P

20

[I91

i

WI

I
WI
WI

+ JjfQ = $+tWQf=

1231

Ik(ic)~-lp’K”(T’)‘~k(R)

P
+ mQ = k( jj)2jfQ.

0
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